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INTRODUCTION

The idea underJying modulation spectroscopy is a vei'y general princ.i.ple

of experimental physics. Instead of directly rceasuring an optical spectrum,

the derivative of this speotrum with respect to so:nc paiMir.eter is mcasurod,

This can be easily accomplished by applying the parameter äs a small
i

perturbation in a period.ic fashion and measuring the oorresponding chanjra

in the optical properties with phase sensitive d^tection (i. e. with a

lock-in amplifier). Structure in the conventional optical spectra is

considerably enhanced in the derivative spectra and flat, structureless

backgrounds are eliminated. VJeak structure superii»raosed on a large

background is sometimes difficult to resolve due to statistical noise

of the background. Its resolution becorr.es easier in a modulation measurement

since the structureless background is eliminated.

The modulation techniques can be classified into two categories: intornal

and external. In the internal modulation techniquess a paramater of the

monochromatic optical beam, such äs the wavelength or the dcgrce of

polarization, is modulated. In the.external techniques an independent

modulation parameter Ce. g. a stress, an electric field, etc.) is applied

to the sample. The internal techniques are simpler from the point of view

of the theoretical Interpretation of the results, since thoir thoory

involves only the optical properties of an unpertubcd solid. The inter-

pretation of an external modulation spcctrun involves the rather fornidohle

problem of the theory of the optical properties in the presence of 'a

perturbation. Fortunately, one may sonetimes naJ;e considerablc proproas

without completcly solvintr this probiert, esp^cially if ono is only



interested in the position and solcction rules of sharp structuro and

not in the dctailed line shapes. Extcrnal modulation is simpler than

internal roociulation from ths experlroorital point of view. In an internal

modulation experiment the spectral. distribution of the intensity and

polarization properties of the incident beam produ.ces spurious signals

which must bo corrected for. Such correction 'requires the use of

and not too accurate double beam Systems.

The external modulation methods can be subdivided into two categories

according to the nature of the perturbation. Some perturbations (e.g.

stress) preserve the translational syrcmetry of the solic1 . In this case

the line shape of structure associated with energy gaps is very sinilar

to that observcd in a wavelength modulation spectrum: th'e stress simply

shifts the encrgy gap, which is in turn äquivalent to a shift in the

wavelength scale. Other perturbations partially destroy the translational

invariance (e, g. electric field, mapnetic field) givin^; rise to corn-

plicated line shapes not directly related to the wavelength derivative

of the conventional spectrum. Some external parameters (e. g. uniaxial

stress, electric field, magnetic field) inay lower the symmetry of the

solid and hence introduce additional anisotropy in the corresponding

modulation spectra. These anisotropies are usually very helpful in the

idenfication of the symmetry of the transitions responsible for the

observed structure .



l 2While optical roodulation had been occasjonally used prtiviously * ,

the eriormous aroount of activity in the field within the past few

years started with the discovery of eleetroreflectance (modulation

3
of the reflectivity by an electric field) by Seraphin and Hess . As

shown by these authors, modulation techniques are particularly useful

for detecting weak structure in the reflection spectrum above the

fundamental, absorption edge, After the original work of Seraphin and

Hess, the techniques of stress modulation (piezoreflectance, piezo-

4
absorption) , temperature modulation (thermoreflectance, thermoab-

' s R
Sorption) , modulation by an external light beam (photoreflectance)

and others, appeared in quick succession. Electric field modulation,

however, has remained to this date the most populär technique because

of its experimental simplicity and the sharpness of the-spectra obtained,

These modulation techniques have also becomo very useful for studyinß

the effect on the optical properties of static perturbations such äs

7
alloying , large Stresses (piezo-electroreflectance), and strong magnetie

fields (magneto-piezoreflectance8, magneto-electroreflectance ).

A number of extensive review articles coverinjr the work on modulation

spectroscopy published up to 1968 have been written . We shall

confine ourselves in this papcr to the discussion of work published

after the ciosing date of Ref. 12,Doc. 1967. The present vrork emphasizes

the application of existing modulation techniques to new problems, the

development of new modulation techniques»and the theoretical understanding

of the line shapes obtained in modulation spectroscopy, er.pecially in

eleetroreflectance.



ELECTPOnEFLECTAKCE

a) Kxperiroental TechrsiquüS

As is well known, clectroref3cctance Tnoasurements in conducting sarr.ples

must bc perfonne.d with the modulatinp, ficld confincd to the space-charge

region ncar the surface, Two main techniques are used: the dry sandwich

3 - 14
method and the electrolyte technique . A very convenient type of dry

1 R "1 P
sandwich has beon recently described * , The insulating layer is a

thin ( ̂  200 A) Al„0„ film prcpared by evaporation with an electron gun,

The modulating electrode is a semitransparent nickel film vacuum-deposited

on the Al^O- layer. Surface fields äs high äs 10 V/cm are eas5.1y obtained

with this method, which can be uscd at low terr.peratures and for photon

energies äs high äs 6.5 eV.

Considerable effort has been devoted recently to performing both dry

sandwich * and electrolyte measurerrents under well-controlled

conditions and with simultaneous auxiliary neasurements of the surface

fields. The purpose of this v;ork was a quantitative corcparison of the

line shapes with existing theorics of the electro-optic effect. It was

?T
pointed out by Hamakawa et al. that it is possiblc to obtain quanti-

tatively reproducible results with the electrolyte technique by using

an electrolyte buffered to a given pH and gettered with crushed germanium,

Under thece conditions it is usually possible to vary the quiescent sur-

face potcntial by varyins the de blas (unless thesc precautions are taken,

the quioscent surfacc potential is oftcn clamped and cannot be varied).

This technique pernitn modulation of the surface field between zero (flat

bands) and the desired value: a convonient feature for coiuparison of the
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experimental results with the theory. It is desirable to use square waves

for the modulation so äs to avoid unnecessary field averap,ing which would

complicate comparison with the results, strongly non-linear in tho field,

obtained theoretically.

A number of methods can be used for the determination of the surface field.

21
Seraphin used Standard field-effect conductance measurements, but this

method suffers from the uncertainties associated with our Knowledge of the

1_ R
surface mobility. In ordcr to remedy this Situation Frova and Aspnes used

siroultaneous measurements of field effect conductance and Hall effect: the

changes in the conductivity and in the Hall effect produced by the nodu-

lating electric field were measured with a dry Sandwich field effect package

This method permits simultaneous determination of two variables, the surface

mobility. and the surface carrier concentration.from which the surface field

can be obtained.

It was found that for intrinsic gerrr.anium treated appropriately (electro-

polishing on soft cloth) the quiescent surface potential adjusts itself so

äs to give nearly flat bands for the maximum negative voltage applied to

the modulating electrode. This feature makes external adjustment of the

modulating voltage so äs to reach flat bands (zero surface field) in one

of the modulating half cycles unnecessary.

Aspnes and Frova have recently performed extremely careful electrolytic

electroreflectance measurements on intrinsic germanium with simultaneous

measurements of the fast photovoltage and of surface layer capacitance to

19
determine the flat band position and the surface carrier concentration
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Other than the conventional

electronics for the measurement of electroreflectance, this Setup contains

a potentiostat for controlling the quiescent surface potential of the

sample and applying the modulating voltage and a capacitive voltage

divider with a high-frequency probe to determine the capacitance at the

germanium-electrolyte Interface. In addition to the components shown in

Fig. l, a l mW laser with a phased-locked mechanical chopper was used to

perform the fast photovoltage measurements.

The modulating voltage is applied to the platinum electrode by the

potentiostat composed of two operational amplifiers: a buffer amplifier,

receiving the signal from the calomel electrode, and a driving amplifier,

feeding into the platinum electrode. Variable time response is provided

by an RC feedback circuit. The high-frequency capacitive divider is

composed of the capacitor C and the platinum probe grid, completed by

the semiconductor-electrolyte interfa'ce. It permits capacitance measure-

ments within a microsecond time interval by measuring on the scope the

signal produced by the square-wave generator äs sensed by the probe. The

same scope and probe is used to measure the fast photovoltage produced

by the laser.

The fast photovoltage is the sum of the change in Dember potential and

the surface barrier potential $ . It has been shown by Aspnes that it
jU

vanishes whcnever

*so = k T l n F ' (
p
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where Mn and y are electron and hole mobilities respectively. Th-?3

if one determines the surface potential which produces zero photovolra^o>

one has determined the position of the flat band since <}> is referroc'tso

to the flat band. The determination of the surface potential which give;;

a minimum in the interface capacitance yieldSj once the flat band posit.ion

is known, the flat-band carrier concentration at the surface, From these

Parameters the surface field is easily found.

The non-uniform nature of the surface field must be taken into account

when the experimental results are compared with the uniforni field theory.

This spatial non-uniformity produces a smearing of the slowly decayin;;:

22
theoretical Franz-Keldysh osclllations.Aspnes and Frova have considcrer-

theoretically the problem of the reflection of electromagnetic waves at ?

surface with a normal gradient in the optical constants, such äs that

produced by the non-uniform field of space Charge layers. For a field

with a small penetration depth (compared to that of light) the results

are similar to those predicted by the uniform field theory (with the

appropriate field averaging) except that Ac and Ae. must be replaccd

by a suitable linear combination.

The Franz-Keldysh oscillations contain Information about effective massec-

and it is,therefore, of interest to perform measurcments with uniforni

fields so äs to obtain äs many oscillatons äs possible. For lov; fields tb'-

penetration depth (and thus the field homogenity) is larpest with intrir.r..

23
samples. However, Handler et al. have pointed out that for larger fieid
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1 1 d£ l
•y -r- l at the surface, may be better

l d£with extrinsic samples. Figure 2 shows the calculated values — -r-
W

äs a function of surface field for several germanium samples of different

dopings: the dopings are represented by the Standard parameter u =(E -E )/kT,

where E -E is the Fermi energy (E ) referred to that of intrinsic

material (E ). Appropriate choice of the doping which gives the smallest

23'
homcgeneity for agiven surface field,enabled Handler et al. to see a large

number of oscillations at the E and E + A edges of germanium. even at
o o o

room temperature.

Besides the longitudinal field-effect configuration discussed above,

measurements can also be performed with transverse fields provided the

sample resistivity is high (p % 108 ohm-cm). Such measurements have the

advantage of the field uniformity and the extra optical anisotropy

associated with the transverse field: even for optically isotropic samples

measurements with light polarized with E parallel to the modulating«*w •
v

field "i. should yield results different from those for E perpendicular

to O» The doping of semiconductors with impurities which yield levels

near the middle of the gap. is known to produce, by compensation of

residual shallow levels, samples of high resistivity at low temperatures.

Hence transverse field measurements become possible with gold-doped

24
silicon . The field is applied with two gold electrodes evaporated onto

the reflecting surface with a -\-.0.5 mm field gap between them. The light

25
is reflected on the fiold gap. Using a similar technique, Fischer et al.

werc able to measure transverse electroreflectance in germanium. The high

resistivity samples (lO9 ohm-cm at 77 K) were prepared from high-purity

n-type material (% 1013 donors/cm ) by Irradiation with cobalt-60 Y-rays: a

dose of 1010 crn""3 is knov/n to produce about 10 cm~3deep-lying flcceptor

levels.
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b) Theory

Host of the recent theoretical activity concerning effects of electric

OC_ O A

fields on the optical constants has dealt with the exciton problem

The effect of electric field' on one-electron interband absorption is well

understood, at least whenever the optical structure is due to well-defined,

31
isolated critical points . The exciton interaction is known to modify,

sometimes rather drastically, structure due to interband critical points

in the absence of an external field: for M and M. critical pointso o r

this problem can be approximately treated by solving the corresponding

hydrogenic Schrodinger equation with an attractive (M critical points)

or repulsive (M- critical points) Coulomb potential. The attractive

Coulomb potential enhances optical structure (M critical point), while

the repulsive one suppresses it (M critical point).

The singularity at infinity of the potential of a uniform electric field

prevents its treatment by perturbation thecry, even in the case of small

fields: The Schrodinger effective-mass equation for the relative motion

of electron and hole in the presence of external field and Coulomb inter-

action must be solved. This equation has, at least for Isotropie masses,

an axis of symnotry of revolution (parallel to the applied field) and

hence its solution can be reduced to that of a two-dimensional equation.

This equation can be scparated into two one-dimensional equations with the

use of parabolic coordinates, These equations must be integrated nuirerically;

One of them has discrete eigenvalues while the other has a contimious eigen-

value spectrum because of the fact that the external potential becomes - »

at large distances.
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The continuous nature of the eigenvalue spectrum presents some difficulties

when numerical methods of solving the equations are used. The normalization

condition is:

/ Xp (C) Xr U) de = 6CE, - E.) (2)
Ll E2 1 2

The 6 function is obviously difficult to handle numerically. In Order to

avoid the numerical solution Duke and Alferieff replaced the" potential in

the effective mass equation, sum of the Coulomb and the external field

Potentials, by a pure Coulomb potential near p = 0 (p = distance between

electron and hole) and the pure external potential for large values of p;

the solution of both problems are then matched at the cut-off surface.

Since this Separation must be made in parabolic coordinates, the cut-off

surface for switching from one potential to another is not simply p =

constant and thus it does not have a clear physical meaning. As we shall

see later, some of the results of this calculation, such äs a decrease in

the exciton binding energy with increasim* field, even for small fields,

contradict the results obtained by numerical solution with the exact

potential. These results seem to depend rather critically on the details

of the potential at the maximum of the barrier, where the transition from

Coulomb-like to uniforro-field-like takes place.

9fi
Ralph solved the problem of the normalization of the continuous wave

functions by imposing its vanishing at a large, fixed value of the

argurnent. This boundary condition, which vaguely corresponds to assuming

a crystal of finite size, makes the eigenstates discrete and thus removes

the normalization problems since the wave functions can then be nornalized
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29
in the Standard manner to a Kronecker-6. Blossey proposed a different,

but cquivalent approach: he showed that the nortnalization integral of

Eq. (2) can be obtained simply from the assyrcptotic behavior of x~ (O

without having to use the complete numerical Solutions. The result of

Ralph's work is shown in Fi£. 3, for various values of the reduced field

f (f is the field in units of exciton Rydbergs per exciton Bohr radius).

The n=2 exciton disappears for values of f % 0.2 while the n=l exciton

remains up to f ̂  l. Similar results have been obtained by Blossey, v/ho

considered also-the case of an M^ edge (effective repulsive Coulomb

potential), The results for a M- edge, shown in Fig. U, indicate the

smoothing out of the square-root singularity near H_ by the Coulomb

interaction and the appearance of Franz-Keldysh-like oscillations below

the singularity for f f 0.

28
Dow and Redfield have discussed the exciton behaviour for f f 0 in the

\y region below an M edge. They find numerically the following rosult

valid over a very wide ränge of c. (several decades):

c. ^ exp[Co (To - E) / f]

where E is the energy gap and C a negative constant. This result

32
contradicts the predictions of Duke and Alferieff , who found a similar

expression but with the three-halves power of (EQ - E) in the exponent.

A common criticism to all the work discussed above is that it neglects

lifetime broadening of the excitons» i. e. it assumes infinitely sharp

discrete excitons for f = 0. Lifetine broadening is of the essence for

describinp the experimental results: the broadening induccd by the
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electric field is usually sma.ller than this lifetime broadening. Ho

satisfactory description of the electrooptic effect of an exciton in the

presence of broadening has bcen given to date. The convolution approach

33 34
of Rees * should be valid in the continuum region but probably not

for the discrete states. This approach is based on the'use of the

convolution or spectral broadening expression:

= da,' u' e.U',0) A i - (5)
OJ — oo *

1 /-a

with Ai the Airy function and ft = (t /B u) (u is the reduced inass).

The limits of validity of Eq. (5) are not very clear; it would be inter-

esting to check numerically whether it can account for the results of

Fig. 3.

The replacement of the Coulomb exciton interaction by a Koster-Elater

contact interaction (6-function of the electron-hole Separation) has

been useful to provide qualitative Information about the excitonic

behavior of general interband critical points. However one nust treat

this approximation with a great deäl of care : it gives a t niqs_t one bound

state below an M critical point and thus it fails to predict the

detailed behavior of the hydrogenic excitons. In this approximation the

behavior of the complex dielectric constant near a critical point is

given by:

e (w) (6)f
l + g l ( ÜJ



whcre E (d.O is the cliolectric cor.st^rit .in the absence of exciton

interaction , g the intoraction constant (p; < 0) and F(u) a cc:::plex

function relatcd to the optical donsity of states N. (u) through:

F(u)

the density of states N,(u) is rclatfid to the irnap.iTiü/'y part of

t (w) and the average matrix eleiüent for the transitions P2 throuf;h:

o

e?(w) = -̂j- P2 Nd(t!) . (8)

30
Penchina et al. have treated the problen of thn effcct of a uniform

electric field on the Koster-Slöter cxciton discussed above. Their

calculations, restricted to the case of one-dirnens.lonal electrons» yicld

the same result äs Eq. (6), with e (01) replaccd by e°(w>t;)J the inter-

band (Franz-Keldysh) diclectric constant in the presence of the uniform

field but in the absence of the Coulomb interaction.

This simple result, probably also valid for threo-dimensional bands,

can be used to explain the effect of exciton interaction on the

35
electroreflectance linc shaes*" .
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c) Results

As mentioncd earlier, Aspnes and Frova have performed simultaneous

electroreflectance measurements and surface field measurements on

V8 19
germanium with both the dry sandwich and the electrolyte technique .

The results obtained with both techniques are essentially the same.

Figure 5 shows the E peak obtained by the electrolytic method for

various values of the surface field (surface potential) on a nearly

intrinsic sample: a noticeable change of shape occurs äs one goes to

high fields. Similar changes in line shape with field can be observed

for most space-charge barrier electroreflectance measurements. They

have been attributed to a transition from the low field, long penetration

depth regime (the field is uniform over the penetration depth of the

light) to the high field, short penetration depth, in which the field

varies drastically within the penetration depth of the light. In the

. 22
short penetration depth regime the eletroreflectance Signal is :

AR
•~- = a < Ae > + B < Ae. > (9)R r i

where a and B are the differential coefficients of Seraphin and Bottka,

and < Ae > is defined äs:

< Ae > = < AE >
r

°f -91 W
t < Ae. > =. - 2 ik J Ae(z') c 1KZ dz' (10)

where Ae(z') is the result of the uniform field theory with the field

at the point z1, and z the coordinate normal to the surface, assumed



to occur at x = 0. k is the unperturbcd propagation constant. For a

very short field penetralion depth, ]'q. (10) can be vrritten äs:

o
< Ae > = - 2 ik / Ae(z') dz1 (11)

» CG *

The integral in Eq. (11) representy the average change in thn dielectric

constant, while the coefficient in front produceu a mixing in the real

and the imaginary parts.

22
Figure 6 shows the results of a calculstion of < Ae > for intrinsic

germanium for various values of the surface field. The change in shape

exhibited by the cx.periments of Fig. 5 can be easily understood by

refering to Fig. 6: near E ß - 0 and AR/R oc < AE n >. For small

fields (c_ ̂  5 kV/cm) a strong negative peak II is Seen, followed by a
•S

positive one (III). Another weak negative peak is seen abovp III. This is

the behavior shown by the upper curves < AE > of Fig. 6: the oscillaticns

at higher energies may be depressed by scatterinf. At the highost fields

Fig. 5 shows a growth of peak I at tho expense of peak III, äs expected

from the calculations of Fig. G. This theoretical and experimental behavior

is exhibited explicited in Fig. 7, where the strengths of pcaks I, II and

III are plotted äs a function of surface field. The fiold for crossovcr

in the strcngths of peaks I and III observed expcrinentally agrecs satis-

factorily with that calculated, especially v;hen one considers that broadening

and exciton effects have been neglectecj. The posit.ion of peaks I, II a D r1. Hl

shifts slightü.y in roing from the low field to the high field rogime» äs

shown in Fig. B. This behavior is also prcdictert by the calculations bnc-crl

on the spatial dependencc of AE.
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The Variation of electroreflectance structure with an applied uniform

field has been studied for the E peak of GaAs in the transverse fieldo
24

configuration . The results havo been compared with calculations of the

3l
Franz-Keldysh effect with inclusion of Lorentzian broadening . The

1 /T
strength of the signal, proportional to € in the unbroadened theory,

becomes proportional to £2 at fields such that:
W"

•*2ll/3
e = l%-l « r , (12)

where T is the broadening parameter, Thus the tensorial dependence on C.

is recovered äs a result of broadening, For 6 % T the peak strength

becomes linear, since it should be roughly proportional to the area under

1 l*^i "2 f\e main unbroadened peak (height « S , width « £ ). At higher

«1/3
fields the unbroadened •& dependence is recovered. This is illustrated

in Fig. 9, where we have shown the peak-to-peak strength observed for the

E structure öf GaAs and fitted it, by choice of the broadening parameter

r ̂  11 meV, to the theoretical peak-to-peak strength obtained from the

broadened electrooptic function G(x, D.

Figure 10 shows the results of transverse electroreflectance measureroents

25
performed by Fischer et al. for the E-, E,+A1 and EO peaks of

germanium. The polarization dependence observed for the E. and E.+A.

peaks with a (lll) field (none is observed for a (00l) field) confirms the

A symmetry of the corresponding transitions. The magnitude and sign of

this anisotropy is closc to what one would expect for valleys with a

large longitud.inal mass (only the transverse coniponents of the field

produces electrooptic effect). The lack of polarization effects at E«
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for £|| (lll) indicates the absence of (lll) symrnetry in the; correspond-

ing transitions. The polarization effects are strong for £| | (opl). The

large differences in the spectra for f\) and for £|| (OQl)

suggest either a different dominant critical point for each configuration

or a different electroreflectance mechanism. For instance, the structure

for f|| (OQl) could be due predon)inantly to energy shifts while the

broader one for £\\) could be due to changes in matrix elements.

The clarification of this matters constitutes a rather interesting problem.

23
Handler et al. have performed electrolytic electroreflectance measure-

ments on germanium choosing the doping so äs to provide a very uniform

field over the penetration depth of the light. The results obtained at

room temperature for the E and E +A edges äs shown in Fig. 11. The

dashed curves in the semilog plots are theoretical curves obtained from

the Lorenzian-broadened expressions for the Franz-Keldysh effect. Because

of the existence of two different types of holes, light and heavy, two

sets of Franz-Keldysh oscillations must be considered. Their "periods"

differ little inspite of the difference in reduced masses (0.38 for heavy

holes, 0,022 for light holes) because the mass enters in the "periods" of
1/3

the oscillations äs p . The beating seen in Fig. 11 is due to this

1/3
small difference in y between light and heavy hole bands. The yalues

of the broadening parameter.required for the theoretical fit of Fig. 11

are remarkably small: 3 meV for E and 9 meV for E +A .
J o o o

The main structure in the electroreflectance spectra of zincblende

materials is composed of the E peak, the E. peak (and its spin-orbit

mate E.+A ) and the E„ peak. Additional weaker structures, such äs the

E ' peaks, between E.+A, and E„, and the E * peaks, above E_, are

known to exist. Poth E ' and E ' exhibit spin-orbit Splitting, but the



details of this Splitting are not thorcughly understood: that of E '

is rclated to the Splitting of the upper valence band and the sccond

lovest conductioa band near T, while that of E,' is related to the

15
Splittings of the same bands at L. Recent work by Glosser et al. has

contrxbuted significantly to our understanding of the E ' structure,

shown in fig. 12 togethcr with the E , E +A peakG. These authors

observed that the A-A1 corponents of E ' disappe^r for p-typc surfaces

and thus they suggested they are related to transitions of conductiqn

electrons from the lowest to the sccond lowest conduction band. The

peaks labeled B and B 1, higher than A-A* by about the E gap,

are the corresponding valence-to~conduction-band transitions; structure

with a behavior ciiiülar to the A peak of Fip,. 12 has been observed by

1 f~<
Parsons et al. for GaSb . These authors have reported very detailed

structure corresponding to E ' and E ' for GaAs, GaSbtand Ge. The

position of the obse.rved peaks is presented in Table I, together with

that of structure observed recently in wavelength derivative spectros-
•5 e

copy by Zucca and Shen , and the energy of the peaks in the derivative

37
spectra calculatcd from the band structure of the materials

Glosser and Seraphin have reported a rather curious reversal of the

electroreflectancs structure of InSb (dry sandwich, Al„0,.-Ni-type

electrode) after i.llumination with light of photon energy higher than

6 R
2.7 eVi'This reversal persists after* the light is switched off; recovery

times are of the order of rnimites at room temperature and days at 77 K,

The phcnomenon v;aa interpr-ctcd äs due. t o interne l photoemission from the

InSb to trappinp; states in the Al~0_ dielectric layer.



The possibility of observing electroreflectance structure due to shallow

impurity states below the E gap has been known for sonietime, A detailed

study of such structure in GaAs with controlled dopings (Mn, Si, Cd) has

39
been presented by Williams

This discussion of electroreflectance has been' limited so far to electro-

optic effects even in the electric field, such äs the Franz-Keldysh effect.

Zincblende-type materials lack an Inversion symmetry and thus should

exhibit a linear electrooptic effect which should be measureable at the

modulating frequence, even in the absence of de bias or surface field.

ilO
Such an effect has been observed for CuCl by Daunois et al. and by

41
Mohler . Figure 13 shows the reflection peaks E and E +& of CuCl,

the quadratic and the linear electroreflectance signal at' those peaks.

Both peaks have the same sign for the quadratic effect, äs expected from

the theory of the electric effect of excitons. The sign of the observed

structure corresponds to an increase in the binding energy with field,

äs given by the theory. The linear electrooptic effect, observed for a

field parallel to a cubic axis, (£| | GU) is strong only for light
t., : - *

polarized with Ehf; E and E +A have opposite signs, thus suggesting
-J— ̂ O O O

a repulsion of both excitonic states produced by the electric field. The

observed selection rule can be easily understood: the electric field along

the z direction can only couple the x and y components of the r 5

excitons, thus giving a signal only for E parallel to either x or y

We have so far discussed work on materials of the germanium family.

Electroreflectance and electrotrannmission v;ork also has been performcd
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42 43 44 4-5 U?
for other types of materials such äs C\i,Q , Hgl * , and Se

Of special interest is the electroabsorption work performed for the

ground state of the cxciton in Cu_0. This ir> a dipole forbidden (even

parity) exciton which becomes dipolo allowed in the presence of the

42 ^3
modulating field , Xecent electroabsorption work by De.iss et al.

with Oriented samples has considered the selection rules associated

with the field-induced dipole transitions, Wc show in Fig. 34 the

electrotransmission of Cu^O for a modulatinp field £|| (00l) and with

light propagated along (lio) (q|| (llOJ), for both principal directions

of Polarisation (E | (00l) and E |(lTo)). The n=l direct line and two
In A '•*•'

indirect (phonon absorption and phonon emission) satellites appear in

this fi^ure. The n=l line has an c-like shapo for E|| (O0i , whilo its
»*At ^

shape is thatexpected for the field-induced exciton for £J | (lio). Tho

s-shaped line can be explained äs a superposition of the field induced

line and the field shifted quadrupole line: the quadrupole line is

allowed for E|| (OQl) but not for E | (llo) (for q | (lio)). The
A" *̂  k—

shape of the field-shifte'd quadrupole line should be essentially the

derivative of the field induced dipole line and hence the line shape

for E| (OOIJ is explained. It is interesting to note that the sign

of the field-shifted quadrupole contribution to the n=l line-and that

of the indirect peaks corresponds to a field induced increase in the

exciton binding energy.

Recent interest in the propertics of amorphous materials suggests the

45
study of their spectra by neans of modulation techniqucc. Pillcr et al.

have reported the electrornflcctance spectra of thin pernanlun films
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depositcd at variousSubstrate temperature T . Films deposited v.-ith

T < 200 C are amorphous while for T ^ 200 C they are crystalline.
^ v ^ t-"

The spectra of the E , E +A peaks are seen for both crystalline and

amorphous naterials, although they are shifted to lower energies in the

amorphous case. Other peaks, such äs E , E,+A, and E« are only seen

for crystalline films (see Fig. 15),

Similar measurements have becn performed by V'eiser and Stuke for

47
crystalline and amorphous selenium . They find the lowest-energy peak

(equivalent perhaps to E of germanium) in both cases while structure

at higher energies is only present for crystalline f i lins.
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PHOTOREFLECTANCE

a) Experimental Techniques

In the original photoreflectance experinent of Wang et al. the reflectivity

of a sample was modulated by moans of a stronr conventional lamp focused

onto the sample. This light was chopped at a frequency of 13 H£. The

monochromatic measuring light was focused on the same spot. Results were

reported for Ge, CdS and ZnTe.

The main Problem in a photoreflectance neasurement is to eliminate stray

and diffusc-reflected light from the moduüating source which may reach the

detector. Such light may produce a spurious signal many times larger than

the photoreflectance signal and usually limits the sensitivity of the

technique. Photoluminescence produced by the modulating light has been

usually found to give spurious Signals much smaller than photoreflectance,

HR
except at very low temperatures . The elimination of such spurious sipnals

can be facilited by using a monochromatic laser äs modulating source and

suitable filters to prevent the spurious laser light from reaching the

48-51
detector. Excellent results have been obtained with a He-Ne laser

operating at 6328 A : a 2-64 Corning filter can be used to eliminate

spurious light. Modulation with a laser also has the advantage of added

simplicity in focusing the radiation on the sample. Small l mW lasers

are sufficierit to study photoreflectance in most cases; the use of more

powerful lasers does not represent a significant increase in the sensi-

tivity since the photoreflectance signal varies approximately like the

1/3 power of the modulating intensity, while the spurious scattered lirht

is linear. A number of methods have been used to enhance the rojection of



spurious signal. If the modulating light is Iinear3y polarized (äs is thc

case with most lasers) considerable rejection can be accomplished by

linearly polarising the probing light perpendicularly to the-inodulating

light or by placing a polarizer in front of the detector cror.sed with

the modulating light . The modulation of the probir.g beam at a frequency

Q different fron t ha t of the modulating light fi„ has also been sugrei-tec'

the photoreflectance signa] appears at the frequcnces n JQ while the

spurious signal due to scattered radiation appears only at fi, (and

52
harmcnics) . It is also possible to reduce the amount of sDurious signal

by'using a second detector placed so äs to receive only spurJous signal.

The Signals from both detectors are thon sont to a difference ainplifier;

U 8
the gains are adjusted so äs to elininate the spurious signal

As will be discussed in tho next subsection, the phcnomenon of photo-

reflectance with a modulating source of wavelength srnaller than the

fundamental edge is related to the photoexcitation of electron-hole pairs

by the modulating light. The associated temperature is usuälly too snall

(̂  0.01 K according to Nahory and Shay ^to produce significant modulation

of the reflectivity (thermoreflectance). An admixture of the effects of pair

53
production and temperature modulation has been observed by Nilsson vjhcn

using a mercury are, presumably with a considerable infrared component, es

the modulating source. The thermoref lectance component exhibits a tir.e l?.g

with respect to the modulating light and it becomes smallcr äs the frequency

is iricreased. The absence of such time lag and frequency dcpendence is an

indication of the absence of the theriroreflectance in the photoreflectcnce

signal.
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The tlupcndencü of t he phenorr.enon cn the donsity of pairs injccted by

the iTiodulating lip.ht introcuces an additibna.l sample quality factor:

t he lifetime of such psirs near the injection surface. Sample s v.'bich givt

stronn signals with other modulation techniqucs are noinetimes useless

for photoreflectance work: their injected carrier lifetime is too sma.ll.

As discussed in the next subsection, the nnture of the photoi^eflectance

Signals is usually thc same äs that of the electroreflectance signals.

The photoreflectance technique, however, has an inherent simplicity with

rospect to Glectroreflectance since it doos not require electrodes and

insulatinr; layers on the reflectinp surface. Such layers and electrodes

are the sourcc of wavelength and temperature limitations in the surface

barrier electroreflectance technique. Photoreflectance signals, however,

are typically an order of magnitude smailer than those obtained in

electroreflectance. Also, the probltm of scattered li^ht» which appears

in photoreflectance, i s not prcsent in electroreflectance.
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b) Photoreflectance Mechanisms and Results

Most of the recent activity in the field of photoreflectance has revolved

around the problem of the mechanism responsible for the observed signals.

54 55
This has resulted in theoretical work * and in a number of experiments

especially desipned to clarify the question of the photoreflectance

49-51
mechanism . Three mechanisms have been proposed^all related to the

production of electron-hole pairs by the inodulating light:

i) Modulation of the field in the surface barrier
c

by the photoinjected pairs

ii) Burstein shift in absorption edges due to the filling

54
of the bands by the photoinjected carriers

iii) Screening of the exciton interaction by the photo-

...... . 5 5injected pairs

The temperature modulation produced by the modulating light is negligible

at high enough chopping frequencies (a few hundred Hz), äs discussed in

the previous subsection. All of the three mechanisms given above may be

operative, and even dominant, depending on the circumstances, Mechanism (i)

(= electroreflectance) seems to be the most general one.

The line shapes expected for these three mechanisms are considerably

different. In mechanisin (i) the injected carriers usually decrease (screen)

5l
the surface field (except for nearly intrinsic samples ) and hence the

optical structure is sharper when the modulatinp light is on. The nain
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peak in AR (= R (light on) - R (light off)) is expected to be positive

With mechanism (ii) and (iii) the modulating light (i. e. the injected

carriers) decreases the sharpness of the optical structure or shif tj it

to higher energies ~; the dominant peak in AR is expected to be

negative.

Mechanism (ii) can only be operative for optical transitions in which

either the top of the valence band or the bottom of the conduction band

is involved: the lifetime of carriers at the lower valence band or at

higher conduction band states is too short to produce any significant

filling. This mechanism can thus be operative at the lowest direct gap

of diamond-, zincblende- and wurtzite-type materials but not at the

higher-energy transitions. Thus the strong Signals observed at the E.

and EI+AI peaks of Ge and GaAs cannot be due to mechanism (ii).

Mechanism (ii) can also be ruled out at the lowest direct edge of InEb

(E ). Shay et al. have measured the photoreflectance of this material

in the neighborhood of E , in the presence of a strong nagnetic field

(magnetophotoreflectance) and have observed the rieh Landau level struc-

ture shown in Fia. 16. Because of the Splitting betwcen Landau subbands,

only the lowest peak in Fig. 16 should be affected by band population

filling (Burstein shift): the relative intensities of the many peaks

in Fig. 16 are quite similar to those observed in magnetoelectroreflec-

57
tance . One must therefore conclude that mechanism (ii) is not impor-

tant at the E edge of InSb. The strongest support for mechanism (i)
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coüies frorn tbe observation of changes in the photoreflectance upon

Variation of the quiescent (i. e. for 7-oro ilumination) surface field ~J*

14This Variation can be easily accomplished by the electrolyte technique

Aspnes has performed careful measurements of photoreflectance on a Ge

sample immersed in an electrolyte, äs a function of sample bias. He

performed simultaneous neasurements of the surface potential $_, and

thus the surface field £ , and was able to show that the signal vanishcs
ü

for (J5 =0. His results for the E peak of Ge are shown in Fig. 17
o O

for several values of . £ . It is interesting to note that, contrary to
£j

electroreflectance, the sign of the signal is the same for both signs of

€* . The signal vanishes within the experimental error for & - 0, äs
*̂ j o

required by (and only by) mechanism (i). The width of the oscillations

increases with £s, in agreement with the Frans-Keldysh theory of

electroreflectance. The line shape observed for t =1.0 is also in
^

qualitative agreement with that predicted by the Franz-Keldysh

at higher values of £ the line shape changes in qualitative agreement
S

22
with the inhoinogenous field theory of Aspnes and Frova (see Fig. 6).

The sign of the signal in Fig. 17 indicates that the modulating light

increascs the surface field (the leading peak in AR at 0.795 eV is

negative). This is not the usual sign found in photoreflectance. This

fact is due to the ncarly intrinsic character of the sample and the

abscnce of surface states with Aspnes' electrolyte method: an increase

in the electron-hole pair concentration n_ produces a decrcase in the

-? 12Debye screening



e kT U/2
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(e is tho static dieüectric constant. NT the intrinsic electron
o I

concentration) with a resulting increase in the surface field for a

constant value of $ .

58
Shay has done a systematic study of photorefloctance at the E edge

of ultrapure epitaxial CaAs äs a function of doping, temperature and

modulating laser intensity. The spectra obtained for the purest samples

available (N, = 1.65 x 10 * cn~3) for two laser intensities which ddffera

by a factor of 100 are shown in Fig. 18. At low modulating intensity the

sign of the signal is opposite to that in Fig. 17, (the leading peak at

1.43 eV is positive) thus indicating a decrease of the surface field with

light intensity. This fact was intt»rpreted by Shay äs due to trapping of

the injected holes at surface states (apparently absent in Aspnes' ex-

periment). The trapped holes screen (and thus decrease) the electric field,

With this model it is possible to explain qualitatiyely the observed

increase in the period and the ainplitude of the photoreflectance oscilla-

tions with doping. The sign of the peaks seen in Fig. 18 for strong laser

intensity, opposite that for low illumination, can be explained äs due to

the band filling (mechanism (ii)J: it is only observed for the purest

samples measured,

Striking evidence for the connection between photoreflectance and electro-

ref lectance has been obtained by Gerdeira for a [110 J silicon surfe.ce.

It is well known that the structure in the longitudinal (space-charge

barrier) electroreflectance spectrum of a (lio) silicon surface is aniso-
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tropic around 3.3 eV: the intonsity is stronger for the electric fiold of

the measuring Ixght E (OOIJ than for EJ_(oOl). Similar anisotropy

has been found in the photorcflectance spectrum, äs shown in Fig. 19.

This rules out rather conclusively mechanism (ii) and Ciii).

Extremely strong photorefloctance Signals (AR-/R *v 10~2) havo been found

near the E edge of GaAs at 2 K The leading peak has becti attributed

to excitons bound to impurities, with a small binding energy. The effect

is strong enough to be observed direct.ly (light on, light off) in the

reflection spectrum without the aid of phase-sensitive detection, The nature

of this modulation is not understood.

Albers has considered quantitatively mechanism (iii), namely the screening

of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction by the injected free carriers. In

a material like CdS the injected holes become trapped and tho screening is

produced only by the injected electrons. The screened' Coulomb potential

becomes:

V(r) = exp(- nr)/e r,

where the Screening constant is, in the high tentpcrature limit

(compare with Eq. 13) where N is the free electron density. Albers has

solved viith the variational trial function:
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F = Fex<ß) e" <16>

the effective rcass equation corresponding to the potential of Eq. (15)

with N äs a parameter for the E (B) exciton of CdS. He finds that the
- o

binding energy and the oscillator strcngth of the ground state, unscreencd

-
exciton (n = 1) must be multiplied by the function* M.(N) and T (N) shown

in Fig. 20, Once these functions are known, it is easy to cnlculate the

screcming contribution to the photoreflectance of the E (B) exciton of

CdS. The calculated results for the oxperimental conditions of the work

of Wang et al. are shown in Fig. 2l compared with the experimental

results. From Fig. 21 we must conclude that nechanism (ii) dominates the

photoreflectancc of the E peak of CJS (at least for the dark electron

concentration of the sample used in Ref. 6).

Figure 22 shows the line shape of the E (B) peak of CdS calculated frcrr,

54
mechanism (ii), assuming interband transitions only (no excitons) . This

line shape does not agree with the experimental results of Fig. 21.
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STRESS MODULATION AND OTHKR MODULATION MEASUREMENTS UNDER STATIC STRESS

a) Experimental Techniques

The measuroment of the modulation in the optical properties produced

by stress presents considerable difficulties: the mechanical motion

associated with the modulating stress produces spurious effects sometimes

much larger than the modulation in the optical constants. These spurious

effects arise frorr. mechanical vibrations in the experimental system

(including sound propagation in air), and from lack of uniformity in the

reflecting sample surface. Vibrations of the System and sound propagation

can be minimized by keeping the size of the vibrating parts of the modu-

lator äs small äs possible. In this respect great simplicity is achieved
i

by using a thin sample (̂  0.1 mm thick) glued onto a piezoelectric t,rans-

ducer (e. g. Lead Zirconate-Titanate, supplied by the Clevite Corporation)

In order to obtain a well-defined stress configuration it is important to

use a long sample with only the ends glued to the transducer: the stress

59
has a well defined configuration away from the sample ends

Piezoabsorption measurements have been made on AgBr samples excited

electrostatically into their mechanical Vibration modes . The mechanical

Vibration was excited with a capacitor, one of whose plates was a silver-

plated end-face of the sample (an elongated parallelepiped). Resonant

frequencies between 50 and 100 JcHa werc used.

An ingenious system which permits the siinultaneous application of a static
/" f\d a modulating stress has been described by Seil and Kane . The stress
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is produced in a pneumatic charaber which is alternately filled and

exhausted by a valve. Either a rotary valve driven by a motor or a

fast solenoid valve can he used for this purpose. The stress is trans-

mitted by a piston and a push-rod to the sample. The magnitude of the

stress can be measured with a transducer (e. g. Kistler 912 quartz force

transducer) placed between sample and supporting yoke. Operation takes

place at about 100 Hz with modulatlng forces of about 5 kg rms.

b) Theory

Kane has presented a general group-theoretical symmetry analysis of the

R Q
effect of stress on the dielectric tensor . While it is not possible to

discuss here this very extensive work in detail, we shall mention some

of its general features. The work provides a rational basis for a uni-

fied notation of the many deformation potentials used in the literature.

It may be used to describe effects of stress on interband transitions

with or without consideration of the exciton interaction. The stress,

a Symmetrie socond rank tensor, is decomposed into its irreducible tensor.

components: three for a material of the gerinanium-zincblende family to

which we confino our discussion. Only terms linear in stress are included

in the Hamiltonian. These terms have a structure formally analogous to

the kinetic cnergy, a quadratic function of p. and hence also a second

rank tensor. Thus the symmetry analysis of the stress Hamiltonian is

equivalent to that of the kinetic energy in the effective nass approxi-

mation. The effect of stress on the dielectric constant is characterized

by a fourth rank tensor which, for the cubic materials under consideration,

has only three independent components (like the elastic tensor). These



Componcnts are labeled W., W„ , and T..' in the notation of Kane: the

subindex denotes the irreducible representätion to which the correspondirig

irrcducible stress belongs. W^ corresponds to a hydr^ostatic stress, W«

and WP to a (oOl) and a (lll) shear Gtress, respectively, The irreducible
•J

components W., W.. f and . Wr are complex functions of frequency. The

changes in the dielectric constant e parallel and perpendicular to the

stress for (OOl) and (lll) Stresses of magnitude X are:

(OOl) stress:

6 e

6 e
l

2 W.

W.

6 e

(lll) stress:

( w.
x l6 e i = \

1 l P

l
+ 2 W„

- W , I X
O

(17)

Prominent structure in V/, appears in the neighborhood of critical points.

One must distinguish two contributions to this structure: that of stress-

induced shifts in gaps and that of changes in matrix olements. The first



contribution is proportional to the derivative of the unperturbed

structure in the dielectric constant while the second is proportional

to this unperturbed structure. As a result energy shift structure is

dominant near a singularity; the ratio of the energy shift to the

corresponding matrix element structure is proportional to E /P,

where P is the phenomenological energy broadening parar-eter and E
K

the energy gap responsible for the change in matrix eler.cnt (wave

function nixing). Matrix elemerits changes are only observable for srcall

interacting gaps E (such äs those produced by spin-orbit interaction).

For small Stresses (Splittings smaller than exciton bindine energies)

one must consider the effect of stress on exciton states: their symmetries

are obtained äs a product of the corresponding band edge symmetries. For

stresses which produce Splittings large compared with exciton binding

energies, the excitons shift tied to the corresponding interband gaps and

F O

one must consider interband deforrnation potentials. Kane has shown that

the exciton deformation potentials Ä;) are smaller than the corresponding

band edgc deformation potentials (D): the Splitting of degenerate bands is

not feit äs much by an exciton forroed fron wavefunctions of all degenerato

bands. Such differcnces between low and high stress deformation potentials

have yet to be observed experirnentally,

Several types of deformation potentials must be considered, The hydrostatic

deformation potentials (subscript l in Keine's notation) produce uniform
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shifts of a given degenerate multiplet. Shear Stresses produce Splittings

of multiplets with a given k (intraband deformation potentials) and also

Splittings of the various points of the star of k (interband, deformatien

potentials). Superscripts 3 and 5 are used ot characterizo the corre-

sponding irreducible stress components. We notice that some deformation

potentials represent first order changes in matrix elements but only second

order (in stress) changes in energies.

The symroetry treatment of the effect of uniaxial stress cn e is usually

performed under the assumption of a stress-independent spin-orbit inter-

action. Actually a hydrostatic compression should increasc the spin-orbit

Splittings äs a result of the greater wavefunction confinement (wavefunction

renormalization). An OPW "calculation yields for the change 6A in the

spin-orbit Splitting of the valence band of germanium at T with hydroct^cic

stress:

6A 6a
-- V = — H \B )
a a
o o

where a is the lattice constant and 6a its stress-induced Variation.o o

Equation (18) can be obtained by a simple argument based on the wave function

renormalization associated with the compression. Such renormalizytion would

introduce a factor ^ - 3 6a /a in ÖA /A . while the p dependence ofo o o o -,»-

A introduccs another factor 6a /a. Experimental results yield a valuo

of <5A /A about five times smaller than predicted by Eq. (18). It shouio

be mentioned that recent KKR calculations for CdTe , and also experir.ental
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to be d-iiicuc.sed later, yield a value of 6a /a several tiwes smaller

t hau predictod by Kq. (18). Th.is fact may correspond to a large locali-

zation of thü corresponding wavc functions, so tliat a change in the

unit cell boundaries does not change much the renormalization, orto

a change with stress of the relative proportion of metal d wave function

in the r state.
l 3

The possibility of a non-vanishin£ dependcnce of the spin-orbit inter-

69
action on uniaxial stress has becn suggested by Mensel and Suzuki . Let

us consider, for instance, the top valence band of gerraanium at k = 0

(r,.p orbital symmetry). The convontional trcatmont of stress äs an

orbital Hamiltonian, with the spin-orbit interaction taken on the sama

perturbation - theoreticäl footing , yields for the stress Hamiltonian

three*independent matrix elements: a. (hydrostatic), b^ (pure [OOlj

shear) and cl (pure (lll) shear). If the possibility of a stress depen-
i

dence of the spin-orbit interaction is to be included, one must consider

the double group symrnetries of the spin-orbit-split states (T , F,_)

explicitely and a larger numbcr of parameters is needed: the stress coup-

ling between the T and the T_ states is no lonner given äs a function
o /

of the Splitting of the T. states only . The stress dependence of the
o

spin-orbit Hamiltonian at F l (*v L • a in tho spherical notation,

L = orbital angular momentum, o ^ Pauli matrices) can be written äs:

H = a _ ( L » o ) ( e + e H - e )
c,so -.2 •-.- ••-•• xx yy zz

+ 3 b„ (L o .- -| W + c p) (19)
•—2 X X o

+ -T-\(Lx av + \x> - c p]



The stress-orbital Hamiltonian ic similar in forn to that pf Kq. (19),

with a«, b„ and d replacod by other parameters a,, b, and d ,

and a replacod by L. These Hamiltonians yield the follov/ing results

for the stress dependence of the FD and F- states:
o /

Hyjdrostatic stres_sj_

r* : AE„ = (a, + 2 a_) (e + e + e )
8 H --1 —2 xx yy zz

AE.i = (a. - an) (e + e + e )
H -l -2 xx yy zz

(OQl) stress

linear Splitting : . AErtrt„ = 2 (b '+ 2 b.) (o - e )
* . 001 _.l -..2 zz xx

coupling : 21/2(b - b ) (e - e )
• -l £. Z XX

(20a)

(20b)

flll) stress

linear Splitting: AEm = 2 f? (d̂  + 2 d2) e

(20c)

ro - rJ coupling: Ve (d. - d.) evtf

Equations (20) indicate that the FR - F? couplinp, is rclatod to the

linear Splitting when no stress dependence of the spin-orMt interaction

+ + -t-
exists. Simultaneous measurements of the F - F coupling and the F
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Splitting should yicld both orbital and spin-orbit deformation

Potentials. The T„ - r coupling can be rneasured eith<vo by obaerving

non-linear terns in the T. Splitting or by studying the linear stress
o

dependence of matrix elements (or strength of optical structure). The

stress dependence of inatrix elements can also be obtained from a study

69
of thc stress dependence of effective rnasses in cyclotron resonance

A detailed pseudopotential calculation of the effect of stress on the

70
band structure of germanium has been performed by Saravia and Brust

The pseudopotential Hamiltonian was linearized with respect to strain:

quadratic strain dependences could, however, arise through the coupling

of ne'ighboring statcs via the linear strain Hamiltonian. The atomic form

factors of tbe pseudopotential were assuned to have spherical symmetry

and to be independent of stress for a given reciprocal lattice vector

K (rigid ion model). The required derivatives of the atomic form factors

7lwere obtained from screening theory . These calculations give deforma-

tion potentials for the E , E +A edge (r«ci •* r«i transitions) and
O O O 13 ^

for the E., E*+\e (A "*" A ) in good agreement with piezo-elec-1 1 1 ö l

troreflectance measurements . Figure 23 shows the Variation of the ener-

gies of the E , E +A ( E and E +A peaks of germanium with stress

70äs calculated by Saravia and Brust and äs determined from piezo-olectro-
co

reflectance . (The unperturbed interband energies are taken equal to

zero). The agreeraent between theory and experiment is generally good, in

particular the quadratic increasc in Ä with stress due to the repul-

sion between the two spin-orbit split: /U states. The calculated

quadratic dependence on stress of the low-energy component of E , due

to a similar Tg - r? repulsion, is for-a lOOl) stress sinailer than

experimentally observed. The cpposite is truG for a (lltj stress. This



fact will be discussed latcr in connection with wavelength modulation

experiments in silicon under static stress. Notice that the quadratic

increase in A. calculated for a (lll) stress ((lllj, (iTl) and;(llT)

valleys) is not observed experimentally.

All one-electron ei-ergy levels of a solid at k = 0 have, at least, the

Kramers degeneracy. If one considers excitonic instead of one-electron

transitions the Kramers degeneracy, valid only for an odd number of

particles, may be lifted by the exciton interaction (electron-hole exchange)

The simplest example of this effect is obtained for the fundamental edge of

wurtzite-type materials (r_ •* P_ for the so-called A line). The corres-

ponding exciton has äs symmetry:

r x rg x *? = r +'

Only the double degenerate P, exciton is allowed for optical dipole

transitions and only one A-peak is seen in absorption. A stress perpen-

dicular to the c-axis CG. g. along z) splits the (x,y) degeneracy of the

T,, exciton into two lines polarized along x and y respectively. This

Splitting is the combined effect (cross term) of stress and exciton ex-

change on the excitons. It can be regarded äs the result of the bilinear

repulsion between the A and B excitonic levels. Exchange-stress

Splittings of Kramers degeneracies have been observed in conventional

reflect'ivity measurements for CdS» CdSc and ZnO. As we shall show later,

modulated piezoreflectancc and wavelength derivative spectroscopy with

a high static stress are excellent techniques to study these Splittings.



c) Results: Modulated Stress

Figure 24 shows the piezotransmission spectrur.i of the indircct edge of

AgBr obtained by Ascarelli . for a.(lll) stress at 12 K. The polarization

dependence of Ihis spectrum togother with the insensitivity to polari-

zation found for a (OOl) stress, confirms the (lll) synmetry of the

valence bands involved in these transitions (the conduction ni'inimum is

at (OOOJ). A great wealth of structure is present. The first strong peak

is interpreted äs indirect transitions to the ground state of the exciton

(n = 1) with emission of an LA phonon: the exciton is formed with dressed

(polaron) electron and hole states. Wea.ker phonon absorption structure

is also seen at lower onergies. Ascarelli suggested the existence of a

valley-orbit Splitting (singlet-triplet) in the raain peak (n = l + hoi..).
LA

72
However, it has been recently shown that such a Splitting is impossible

Ascarelli also interpreted some of the structure in Fig. 24 äs due to

excitons formed with undressed electrons (without polaron well) and

dressed holes and vice versa (e. g. TRIFLET + hw t (pol)). From these
LA

data he deduced values for the electron and hole polaron coupling con-

stants (a = 1.69, a, = 2.5) which are in agreement with other experiments.

Figure 25 shows the piczoreflectance spectrum of the dircct (E ) edge

of GaSb, äs obtained with the piezoelectric transducer method, for Stresses

along (OOl) and (lll) and for polarization parallel and perpendicular to

59
the stress . A strong polarization dependence is apparent. It is due to

the Splitting of the correspondinp valence band (P ) under the uniaxial
8

/ 3 3 \: for E||X transitions from the-. ~, ~r \t band arc for-
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3 j
biddcn, while for L\|_X transitions frorn t—, ~] are only very weakly

allowed. As a result, the effective shift produccd by the stress on the

1 1
energy gap is 6w - -̂ Öto for E |x and 601 t -j-Öto for E_|_X (6ui is

the hydrostatic component of the shift; 6w the uniaxial Splitting!.

From the ratio of signal amplitudes:

_ l
AR i i [ öcü - -̂

LARi )

it is possible to determine the ratio 6w/6üj„. V/h^nevör öüJ0 is known
n n

from measurements under hydrostatic pressure 6w, and thus the shcar

deformation potcntials of the valence band, can bo determined.

Table II shows the values of 1> and ^ found with these and other

measurements for several diamond- and zincblende-type materials. The

ratio d/^b of the splittinps for the same strain along eithcr

or (oOl) increases in going from a group IV to a III-V and to a II-VI

£3material. This increase seems related to the increüsing ionic Charge. '

Figure 26 shows piezoreflectance spectra öf thc A and B (E )

excitons of CdS and CdSe for a stress alons (ll20J and light polar.vzcd

with E_[c for E parallel an'd perpendicular to the stress. According

to one-electron theory both polarizations should give the same spectrum

because of Kramers degeneracy. It is cloarly seen in Fig. 26 that the

A peak is stronger for ;Ej_X than for t||X. The opposite is true of

peak B at least for CdS. This fact can be attributod, äs discussed



earliert to exchangc Splitting of the degenerate P excitons. From the

ratio of intensitios for both polarization directions Information about

59
the exchange coupling constant has been obtained

Figure 27 shows the irreducible components of the strain-optical tensor

of germanium (W1, W„> W_) obtained by Seil and Kane with their pneu-
1 -i CJ

matic stress modulation apparatus. The spectral region is that of the

E.-E +A peaks, which correspond to transitions at A ((lllj) critical

points:no energy shift or Splitting should occur for a (OOIJ stress.

Hence the coefficient W , which corresponds to a (OOIJ stress, should
o

be zero if changes of matrix elements with stress are neglected. This is

not the case in Fig. 27 and therefore W^ must be due to changes in

matrix elements with stress. The larger width of the W3 structure, äs

compared with that in W. and W due to energy shifts, confirms this

conclusion. Figure 27 (b) shows a theoretical fit (solid line) to the

o ,
experimental data fron which the deformation potential D. which pro-

duces the changes in matrix element (orbital coupling by the stress

between the A- and A, • valence bands) can be obtained. This defor-
D 4 ,D

mation potential agrees with electroreflectance results under large uni-

axial stress. The W- of Fig. 27 (c) is the sum of an energy shift

(deformation potential D1^ of E.) and a matrix element change contri-

bution (deformation potential D35)- From a theoretical fit to this

curve D 5 = 7.5 eV and D«5 = 1.5 eV can be obtained. A discrepancy

seems to exist between this value of D35 and piezo-electroreflectance

* 68measurements
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d) Results: Modulation Experiments linder Statlc Uniaxial !stress
t

The wavelength derivative technique has been profusely used to study

effects of high static stress on the optical spectra. As an example we

show in Fig. 28 thc dependencc on (lll) stress of thc peaks observed

with wavelength modulated tranamission at the indirect edge of AlSb,

Peaks corresponding to absorption and emission of LA, TA, LO and TO pho-

nons at or very near the X point are observed at 77 K. It is inter-

esting to note that the TO (emission of transverse optical phonons)

peaks are only resolved when stress is applied. From the Splitting of

the peaks with stress shown in Fig. 23 the shear deformation potential

can be determined (see Table II). The shift of the center of mass of the

split peaks yields the hydrostatic deformation potential of the indirect

gap a. = + 2.2 eV. This deformation potential is considerably larger

than that obtained from work under hydrostatic pressure (t l eV): similar

73
discrepancy is fcund for Ge, Si and GaP . Analogous measurements on AlSb

under a (00l) stress yield the shear deformation potentials b (see

Table II) and £2 ~ + 5'4 eV'

The low-energy components of the split doublets of Fig. 23 should actwilly
-> 3 •£

exhibit non-linearities associated with tho stress coupling of thc " •=•, •?

Ml',
and j -r-, — | states discussed earlier. Such non linea^ities cannot bc ascer-
\ '

tained in Fig. 23: they are expected to be very sraall because of the largo

spin-orbit Splitting of AlSb. A detailed study of these non-Hnearities

can be performed in silicon, a materials with a [OOl] indirect edge simi-

lar to that of AlSb. The high yield stress of Si makes it possiblc to ob-

tain valence band Splittings äs hifrh äs O.OR eV, larger than thc spin-

orbit Splitting A = 0.04 eV. Under these conditions, the correspondin^

non-linearities cannot be described by second order perturbation theory:



a diaf;onalizö.tion of the correspondinp; 2 x 2 valonce band Hc.m.iltonian

is necessary. The oxperlmcntal rcsults obtained with wavelength-raodulated

transmission fcr a (lll) stress are shown in Fig. ?9. Both the A1 and the

A„ lines show a non-linear behavior. The non-lineür behavior of the A.

peak • '—, —J ->• conduction band, can be explained äs due'to the {—, -r-] -

(3 l v
l-2> Tfj coupling: the dashed line shous the corrcsponding linear behavior.

A fittin^ of this non-linearity requires a stress dependence of the spin-

orbit interaction (d„ = + 0,14 *0.05 eV, see Eq.(19)). The non-linearity

in A,, must be due to another mechanism since the stress produces no

(o n t / 1 1 \' "?] ~ l"?' "5l couP^^nS- ^t n̂ s been suggested that this non-linearity

is associated with the strcss coupling between the A. and A_' conduc-

tion bands, related to the Splitting of the X1 degeneracy for a (lll)

stress, From the results of Fig. 29 one obtains for this coupling a

deformation potcntial |j£. | = 13 *U eV. The consideration of these non-

linearities is very important for the determination of the small hydro-

static deformation ootential a. based on the averace shift of AH and' -i ** l
73

A.. Laude et al. obtained a. = t 1,5 *0.3, in rather good agreement

with the results of hydrostatic pressure work. Hence the discrepancy

between hydrostatic and uniaxial determinations of a. mentioned above
••-•i

disappears when non-linearities are properly taken into account. Such

discrepancies may be due to similar reasons for the other indircct gap

materials (GaP, Ge, AlSb),

73
Strongly non-lincar shifts have also been observed for the indirect

excitons of silicon under (OOIJ and [011) stress, The (ooi) stress

measurernents yield the spin-orbit defornation potential b_ = - 0.15 A0.07,



It is interesting to note that the deformation potential d,, obtained

for silicon agrees in sign with calculations by Suzuki and Hensel based

on a rigid-ion model:

£2 = + o.oi

(22)

d_2 = + qpou

The sign of b„ found experinentally for silicon is opposite to that given

in Eq. (22). The experimental magnitude of l>2 anc^ Jio ^s also considerably

larger than that given in Eq. (22). As indicated in connection with Fig. 23

(also unpublished results) piezo-electroreflectance measurements also yield fcr

germanium d2 > 0 and b« < 0: for a (OOlj stress the non-linearity of

the (—, —l state is larger and for a (lll) stress skalier than calculated

from the linear Splitting in the absence of stress dependence of the spin-

orbit interaction. Hensel and Suzuki found for germanium d„ >0 and

^b? > 0 from cyclotron resonance neasurements under stress. The reason for

the discrepancy in the sign of bo is not understood.

ce
Heiz has performed electroreflectance measurements in germanium and CdTe

under hydrostatic stress. He obtained from these measurements the hydro-

static deformation potentials of the A (for CdTe and Ge) and the A,

(for CdTe only) spin-orbit Splittings. The corresponding pressure coeffi-

cients arc listed in Table III. He have also listed on this table thu

prediction of Eq. (18) and the results of reccnt calculations by the
e c

Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker or Green's functions method . These calculations

yield smaller pressure coefficients than Eq. (18), in better agreement

with the experimental results.



74
Rov/e et ?1. have pcrfoi'rced wavt?lcnr.th-modulated rcflcct.^nce measure-

rrients of the E, and E -fA peaks of GaAs uivler a (00l) stress. A

Splitting of these peak'-, appears Cr.ec; Fig. 30), ccntrary to the expnc-

tat.lons of one-electron theory. The celection rulcs associated with this

Splitting, and shown altiO in Fip. 30, suggest it is due to exchange-

stress Splitting of excitons; considerable effec^s of exciton inter-

action are known to be preaent at thcse E. and E.+A pcaks.

Measurements of the shift of the exciton peaks of seienium under static

uniaxial stress have been recently pei'formed by Tuorui ucinp wavelength

derivative spectroscopy

A rather unusual stress modulation experiment, involving the ^TTT

x-ray emission spectrum of coppcir, has been reported recently by Willens

7fi
et al. . The sample was loaded and unloaded at 10 sec intervals with a

stress of about 100 kg/cm2. Photon counting, rather than phase-sensitive

detection was used. Figure 31 shows the modulaticn spectrum obtained. The

authors point out that this spectrum is not simply the derivative of the

Standard emission spectrum, thus indicating that valence band statcs with

widely different deformation potentials are involved in the erässion

process.
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OTHER MODULATION TECHNIQUES

a) Experimental Methods

ĥer rnor e f Ie c t an ce

Temperature modulation can be easily accomplished with the Joulean hcat

produced by a modulatinp current~. Moderatly conducting samples can be

heated by passing a current through them, while more insulating ones can

be heated indirectly. A silver-paint strip onto which the sample is glued

provides an easy indirect heater. The modulating frequencies must be

kept low (̂  10 Hz) unless very thin samples (e. g. vacuum deposited) are

used.

77
Dzhioeva et al. have used a CO laser (wavelength 10.6 p)focused on the

sample äs the temperature modulator, The laser was chopped at 20 Hs. Tho

possibility of a photoreflectance contribution to the signal is excluded

if the photon energy of the laser is below the fundamental edge of the

material.

Wavelength

As mentioned earlier, wavelength modulation spectra are sornewhat simpler

to Interpret than those based on external modulation techniques. For

wavelength modulation spectroscopy double beam Systems must be used so

äs to eliminate structure in the wavelength derivative of the incidcnt

78
spectrum . An example of such a üysterii is shown in Fig. 32. Two modu-



lation channe3.fi are ur.cn; amp.litude rnodulati.cn at the frenuencj' fi, and

wävelength inwdulcition at the frequency fi2g T̂ c wavelength nodulation is

produced by a vibrating plate placed in the optical path inside of the

monochroiriator. This plate raay be driven eithcr with a motor-eccentric

78
System (̂  25 Hz) or at higher frequcncies (̂  500 Hz) with a ferro-

79 •
electric bimorph . Tho Signal at the frequen.cy ftj in phötomultiplier

PHl is proportional to the incident intensity I , while that-in PM2 is

proportional to I = I R (R = sample reflectivity). At the frequency 8

the signal in PM1 is proportional to dl /dX, whilo that in PM2 is pro-

portional to Rdl /dX + I dR/dX. A scrvo acts on the high voltage of

PM1 so äs to keep the output of the differential amplifier at the fre-

quency n, equal to zero. Under these conditions the spurious signel

Rdl /dX is automatically elirninated provided the spectral dependcnce of

the sensitivity of PM1 and PM2 is the sarne. A second servo regulates the

high voltage of PM2 so äs to keep its de output constant. Under thene

conditions the recorder yields directly a plot of dR/RdX.

Sp_atial Modulation

When a sample has a spatial inhomogenoity in its optical properties,

mechanical inotion can be used äs a means of producing optical modulation,

This technique should be useful to study saraples with a gradient in com-

position (e. g. alloys), or impurity concentration. It has becn used by

HcNatt and Handler to study the opticil properties in the neighborhood of
fn-

a grain boundary in germanium bicrystals," The meayureinents were perfonrsed

by transmission with the arangerncnt o^ Fig. 33. The motion of the bycrystal:

was accomplished with a pair of vibrating ferroslectric bimorphs. The
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measurements with this configuration must be perforrned at the second

harmonic of the modulating frequency. McNatt et al. found a component

of the modulated signal associated with the disorder at the grain

boundary and another one due to the electric field in the space-charge

layer associated with the grain boundary (essentially electroabsorption)

This second component can be enhanced by application of a biasing vol-

tage to the bicrystal.



b)

P. lMatatagui et #1. have publishod tho therr?orcfle<utance cpectr-a of a

numbtr of zinrb.londe- and vnirtr.ite-tyne 'seroiconductors. Th«y suggested

that these spftctra aro quite situ i l s r to photon-cnergy-derivotive spectra

sincc tho rcain nodulatiori riochan5:;m iü the tc7i;jüralüre F.odulat'ion of tbe

cnorj;y gap. The other possible mechänisni, niodulation of thc thermal

o 2
broadening, was shovm to bt consideräbly snallcr. Walter and Cohen

havo calculaLcd the photon-enerf;y dci-ivative of the reflection spoctra

of GaAs, GaP, ZnSe and ZnK and shown that it is in good seiriquantitativ*

a^reemcnt with the results of thcrmoreflectance measurencntn, Photon-

energy- (or wavclength-) derivative spectra have recently become available
oc

for GaAs, GaSb, InAs, InSb, Ge and Si . Figure 34 shows the energy

derivat5.ve reflection spoctrum of GaGb at 80 K compared with the thcr-

81moreflectance spectrum at the same tcmperature and with tho calculated

37
energy derivative spectrum . Except for tbe E. pcak, the measured

ennrgy derivative spectrum agrecs with the tlieorc^tical oae rnore closely

than the thcrmoreflectance spectrum: some broadeninn modulatlon contri-

bution is probably present in the therir.oreflectanco spectriun. The positive

and the negative swing of the calculated E. peak have about the same

strength. The rr,ensured penks shov; a suppression of the lower nnergy

positive swing and an enhanretr.ent of tht: negative sv;inf. This; ef fect,

which seems particulcrly strong in the energy derivative spectruni in

S3
pronent in most natcrials of zincblendft structuro" . It has boen attr.i-

butcc; to cxcilon .interaclion at K- critic^Ü points which have M
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character with a very large negative mass. Tho E ' and E-' peaks have

already been discussed in connection with Table I. Considerable structure,

difficult to identify with certainty, appears at the high energy side

of E2.

72 •
Shaklee and Nahory have recently reported the wavelength-derivative

transmission spectrum of silicon at 1.8 K, in the region of the indirect

gap. They were ablc to observe excited states (n = 2) of the indirect

excitons (TO-phonon-aided), and also to identify exciton transitions

which take place with the emission of LO-phonons. Previous evidence of

valley-orbit Splitting, obtained froin a fit of the conventional absorp-

84
tion spectra , was shown to be spurious. This fact illustrated once

more the advantages of the modulation techniques with respect to

conventional spectroscopy.



cj Covalent Bondin;: and Energy Gaps

As we have mentioned, a large aniount of infornation has bcen obtained

about critical energy gaps by means of modulation spectroscopy, especially

for the niaterials with zincblende structure, Tho crystal potential of a

zincblcnde-type crystal can be decomposed äs .the s um of a coniponent

Symmetrie with respoct to the pernmtation of the two atcms in' the und,t

cell plus an antisymmetric coniponent. It is customary to assume that the

Symmetrie potential is the same äs that of the isoelectronic group-four

element; when the two component atoms belonp to different rows of the

periodic table an appropriate average isoelectronic group-four element

must be taken. In the so-called two-band model the effect of the anti-

symmetric potential is to introduce an off .-diagonal inatrix element be-

tween valence and conduction bands. Under these conditions energ^-- p;aps

E. of a partially ionic material are given by the solution of a quadratic

. 85
equation :

E. = E.

where E_. , is the analogous gap of the corresponding group IV material,
"J >n

The parameter C is assumed to be the same for all gaps E.; it can be

expressed äs a function of the ionic radii or alternativejy obtained from

the infrared dielectric constant. The values of C for zincblende-type '

materials have been tabulated by Van Vechten

l + Ur^H < . (23)



With a fcw si^nlc nssuinotions obout th£ :-^-al5nr-. of r.. . with latticc
3,!i

conetanv, Eq, (23) can be uocti to obt<?Jn the main gupy (E , E ,, E%

E,.,, E') observed in gernaniuru- and zir.cb.lendo-type materialc. ' . We

shall discuss höre the application of Eq. (23) to the calculütion of

thn concentration dependcnce of energy gaps in p^eudobinai^y alloy

Systems . This dependence i 3 kriown largely through rüflection inodu-

87-89lation measurements . It can be ropresented by the quadratic

expression:

E. = a + bx + cx?- ,

where x is the concontrat ion of a givcn component. Eouation (23) yicld;;

a non-linear dcpcndence of E. on x if one assunes that E. , and C
3 :»h

vary linearly with x. The rcsults calcu.lated by V(vn Vechtcn for the E

gap of the GaAs-GaP System are shown in Tig. 35, together with the cxpn-

rimental data of Thompson et al. (only the de-viation fron linearity is

R7
plottcd) . The agrcement between theory and experirnent is excellent.

Results of a pseudopotential calculation with form factorc linearly

dependent on x (see also Fig. 35) give a doviation from linearity of

a sign opposite to that observed expcrinentaJ.ly. We should point out,

90
howevcr, that Jones and Lettirigton were able to cxplain the.aeviation

from linearity for the GaAs-InAs systein, sim5lar to that shown in Fig. 35,

with linearly interpolated pseudopotential form foctors.

In more ionic zincblende-type naterials (II-VI, I-VII compounds)

from linearity larger than those obta::ic-d with Eq.(?3) arö obscrved.
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These larger deviations can be interpreted äs an additional decrease in

the gap produced by the random potential. Van Vechten and Bergstresser

have suggested that a significant random fluctuation is produced only by

the antisymmetric potential, and thus related to differences of the anti-

symnetric constants C of the constituents. For an alloy of formula

AF 5 G» 5 the fluctuation in C can be written äs:

CFG = be2 Z r.
-kcR

e S (25)

where b is a constant of the order of one, Z the valence of the atorns

F and G, r_ and r_ the corresponding covalent radii (essentially
r G *

one-half of the nearest neighbor distance of the group IV material of the

same row). k the Fermi-Thomas radius of the valence electrons and Rs

the average covalent radius l R = -z (r t 0.5 r_ + 0.5 r ) j, The

decrease in gap due to the random potential is quadratic in C (second-

order perturbation) and thus should be equal to:

(25)

where a is a constant which, for the sake of simplicity, is taken to

be the same for all zincblende-type materials.



GaAs

GaSb

InAs

InSb

Ge

Wavelength
Derivative

Electroreflectance

Calculated

Vfavelength
Derivative

Ele et rore f lectance

Calculated

Wavolength
Derivative
Electroreflectance
300° K

Calculated

Wavelength
Derivative
Ele ctr ore f lectance
300° K

Caiculatod

Wävelength
Derivative
Electroreflectance

4.44

4.53

4.35

3.35

2.94

3.32

4.39

4.44

4.2

3.39

3.13

3.18

3.20

3.13

E1
o

4.60

4.71 4.91

4.50

3.69

3.20 3.34 3.41 3.75

3.64

4.58

4.4

3.78

3.37 3.57 3.72

3.42 3.51 3.75

3.32

v
5.11 5.64 5.S1 6.07

5.14 5.53 5.75 6.00

4.94 5.85

4.35 4.55 4.75 5.07

4.34 4.57 4.72 5.11

4.4

4.74 4. 35 5.33 5.52

4.70 5.19

4.75 6.0

4.23 4.56 4.75 4.92

4.03 4.66

4.4 4.9

4.49 5.01

4.42

5.26

6.5

5.51

5.62

5.5

6.3

5.33

5.25

5.15

5 .65

5.25

E,'i

6.7

5.65

5.93

6.0

6.5

o * DU

5.5G

5 . So

5.43

_

o. 77

f*r~

Table I. Ensrgies (in eV) of the E1, E„ and E' peaks observed in t he derivative refiectance J and t he elect;

rsflectance of several seniconductors . Data at low temperatures (T < 80 K) uniess spocificd. Alco

correspondiaj? peaks in the calculated wavelength derivative spectra.



Ge GaAs GaSb • InP ZnS CdTe

- 2.8 - 1.75 - 3.3 - 1.55 - 0.53 - 1.1

b <eV> K
- 2.6b - 2.0b - 1.18°

- 4.95 - 5.55 - 8.35 - 4.4 - 3.7 - 5,45

d <eV> x
- 4.7b - 6.0b ' - 4.84C

ä) The values 1> and d̂ have an uncertainty of *20 % which includes

a 10 % uncertainty in_the values of â .

b) See Ref. 68.

c) D.G. Thomas, J. Appl. Phys. 32S, 2298 (1961).

Table II. Deformation potentials 1> and jl obtained from piezo-

reflectance (see Ref. 59) and other measureinents for

several germanium and zincblende-type semiconductors



dA. dA. dA.
~ (IGT7 eV/bar) ~ <10"7 cV/bar) ~ (10~7 eV/bar)

Experiment Simp]e Theory KKR Theory

J A

CdTej °

K
Ge A

o

7 ±2 -

5 *7

i n

28

18

5

12

' 12

a) froni Ref. 66

b) from Ref. 65

Table III^ Hydrostatic pressure coefficients of t he A and A, spin-

orbit Splitting of CdTe and tho A gap of germaniun äs

obtained experinentally, and äs calculated with Eq. (18)

(simple theory) and with the KKR method.
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Figure Captious

Fig. l Block diagram of the electronic, elcctrolytic, and optical System

used by Aspnes and Frova19 for electroreflect:ance measurements

with simultaneous surface capacitance and fast photovoltage measure-

ments .

Fig, 2 Surface field homogeneity parameter äs a funetion of surface field

for various dopings, äs ineasurecl by the pararoeter Uß. This figure shows

that at high fields best homogertcity is obtained with cxtrinsic

samples (U 4= 0). From Ref. 23.
D

Fig. 3 Effect of an electric field (measured by the field sürength para-

meter f) on a hydrogenic exciton spcctrum. From Ref. 26

Fig. A Effect of an electric field (measured by the field strength parameter

f) on an M_ edge including exciton effects. From Ref. 29

Fig. 5 Electroreflectance spectrum of the E peak of nearly intrinsic

germanium for various values of the surface potential. The corre-

sponding surface field is also given. From Ref. 19,

Fig. 6 Real and imaginäry parts of <Ac>, the effective dielectric constant

for space-charge barrier electroreflectance, at various values of

the surface fieldc. for nearly intrinsic germanium.
O

From Ref. 22.

Fig. 7 Magnitude of the electrorefl'ßctance peaks I, II, and III (see insert)

_/?
äs a function of surface field c- « The dashcd curved was obtained

theoretically; the points experimentally with the dry-sandwich

technique. From Ref. 18.



Fig. 8 Shift in the position of peaks I, II, and III of Fig. 7 with

surface field. The dashed curves are calculated with the theory

of Aspnes and Frova. From Ref. 18.

Fig. 9 Evaluation of the peak - to - peak amplitude of the transverse

electroreflectance E signal of CaAs at 77° K äs a function of

j? f-t
reduced field £/£ .• The points are experimental. The füll curve

was calculated with a broadening parameter T = M meV. From Ref. 24.

Fig. 10 Transverse electroreflectance spectra of the E , E.+A , and E„ peaks

of gerraanium. Solid curves E _j_ •$•_. Dashed curves E H^. From Ref. 25.

Fiß. l l Electroreflectance peaks E and E +A of germanium obtained at room
& o o o ö

temperature with a very uniform surface field (äs measured by the

criterion of Fig. 2). The upper curve is a linear plot of the

experimental data. The two lower curves are serailog plots of

experimental data (solid curves) for two different surface orientations,

and a theoretical fit (dashed curve). From Ref. 23.

Fig. 12 Electroreflectance structure E., E.+A and E' of InSb, showing the

various components of E'. The A and A' coinponents are only observed

for n-type surfaces. From Ref. 15.

Fig. 13 Reflection spectrum, linear, and quadratic electroreflectance.

spectra of CuCl at 85° K. Frora Ref. 40.

Fig. 14 Electrotransmission spectra of the n = l exciton of Cu„0 for the

field configuration shown. The ccntral lines are the field-induced

forbidden lines (for E (OOl) thcre is also a quadrupole component).

The side bands are indirect, phonon-aided lines. From Ref. 43.



Fig. 15 Position of the E , E +A , E., E +A , and E„ electroreflectance

peaks of gcrmanium fi1ms äs a function of the temperature of

deposition. Below ̂  200° C the filrns are araorphous. From Ref. 46,

Fig. 16 Photoreflectance spectrum of InSb at 50° K in the presence of a

magnetic field B = 19.8 kG along the (21 l) direction. The dashed

line gives the spectrum in zero field. F.rom Ref, 56.

Fig. 17 Photoreflectance of the E edge of Ge for several values of the

surface field in the darkness. From Ref. 51.

Fig. 18 Photoreflectance spectrum of the E pcak of ultrapure GaAs for

.two different intensities of the raodulating laser. From Ref. 58.

Fig. !9 Photoreflectance and longitudinal electroreflectance spectra of

the E' peak of silicon showing the polarization dependence obtained

for a (lio) surface. From Ref. 50.

A 'v"Fig. 20 Functions U.(n) and j-(n) which give the multiplicative correction

to the exciton binding energy and the strength of the n=l exciton

in the presence of free carrier screening. The abcissa is the

normalized electron density N/N , with N = 1.67 ((y2T)/£ )x!018 cm~3

The reduced mass u is in units of the free electron mass.

From Ref. 55.

Fig. 21 Experimental photoreflectance line associated with the B exciton of

CdS compared with the results of a calculation based on the carrier

screening mechanism. It has been assuned that the AN perturbation

Wcishes out completely all exciton structure with n > 2. Froin Ref. 55

Fig. 22 Photoreflectance signa.l oxpected for tho band edge of CdS (interband

transitions) on the basis of tho Bur^tein shift mechanism, Froni Pef.



Fig. 23 Effect of stress on the E . E +A . E, . and E.+A, transitions of
o o o' l * 1 1 ;

i
germnnium. Solid line: calculations by Saravia and Brust. (From

i
Ref. 70) Circles: electrorcfloctance experiments. (From Refi 68).

The gap changes are relative to the values for zero stress.

Fig. 24 Piezotransraission spectrum of AgBr at 12° K for a (l 11] 'stress.

Upper curve: light polarized with E along (iTo). Lower curve:

£ along (Hl). From Ref. 60.

Fig. 25 Piezoreflectance spectra of the E edge of GaSb at 77° K, for

(00l) and (lll) stress. From Ref. 59.

Fig. 26 Piezoreflectance spectra of CdS and CdSe at 77° K. For the given

stress and light propagation directions difference in the intensities

of A and B for both polarizations are indicative of stress-exchange

Splitting. From Ref. 59.

Fig. 27 Irreducible components W., W,, W- of the piezorcflectance tensor

of germanium at 300° K. The solid W„ curve is obtained theore-

tically. From Ref. 62,

Fig. 28 Stress dependence of the indirect exciton cnergies of AlSb äs a

function of (lllj stress for light polarized parallel (circles) and

perpendicular (squares) to the stress axis. The solid points show

the LA exciton thresholds from which the deformation potentials

a_. and d have been obtainod. The stress-induced Splittings of the

othcr excitons were drawh parallel to the LA exciton lines in order
1 e

to fit the experimental points. From Ref. 73.



Fig. 29 Effcct of (lll) stress on the TO phonon-assisted indircct transi-

tions of silicon for light polarized parallel and perpcndicular to

the stress axis and light incident on a (li2) sample facc. The cncrgy

difference between A- and A„ gives the Splitting botween tho

|v. > .. and |v,j > ... valencc band states. The dotted lines

represent the calculatcd linear shifts of the 5.ndirect ti^ansitions.

The solid linc was obtained theoretically taking into account the

stress dependence of the r.pin-ox^bit interaction. From Ref. 73,

Fig. 30 The stress dependence of the E and E.+A optical structure of

GaAs at 77 K for stress along (lOO). The filled (open) circles

correspond to the electric field vcctor of the incident light

polarized perpendicular (parallel) to the stress axis. From Ref. 74.

Fig. 31 Stress modulation spectrum of the x-ray emission of copper. From

Ref. 76.

Fig. 32 Double beam System used for wavelcngth modulation spectroscopy.

From Ref. 78.

Fig. 33 Arrangement used by McNatt and Händler for spatial modulation in the

neighborhood of a grain boundary, From Ref. 80.

Fig. 34 Knergy derivative spectrum of CaSb at 80 K (measured and calculated)

compared with the corresponding thcrmoi-'eflectance spectruin. FroTi

Refs. 36, 37 and 81.



Fig. 35 Deviation from linearity in the Variation of the E gap ofl the

GaAs - GaP System with composition. The crosses are experimefital

points (Ref. 87). The solid curve was calculated with Eq. (23).

The dashed curve was obtained with linearly interpolated- pseudo-

potential paraneters. From Ref. 86.
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